
GUARDIAN
 

SAFER. SMARTER. STRONGER.

STANDARD FEATURES

UPGRADE OPTIONS

 

 

The wall-mounted version of the Valet Vault, the 
Guardian provides you with best-in-class strength 
and security, our patented self-closing door, and 
an industrial Grade 1 lock.

 

38”H x 39.5”W x 12.5”D

100 / 200-key Capacity

Custom Exterior Colors
Customize your Valet Vault with a color 
that matches your exterior decor

Increased Key Capacity
Upgrade to larger key hooks to double the 
maximum key storage capacity to 200*

Reinforced Aluminum
Built with industrial-grade, 
rust proof, reinforced 
aluminum for durability 
and an extended lifecycle 

Self-closing Door
Patented, industry first 
self-closing door to prevent 
keys being left exposed 
while unattended

Wayfinding Signage
Vinyl “VALET” signage is 
positioned on both sides of 
the Guardian to clearly 
mark a valet service area

1,000 POUNDS
OF DOOR PULL 
RESISTANCE
We tested our Valet Vault 
doors against the doors of 
our competition, and like we 
thought, it turns out that we 
don’t really have any 
competition. Our doors 
withstood 1,000 pounds of 
pull resistance before there 
was any loss of structural 
integrity. Our “competitors” 
fell embarrassingly short of 
100 pounds of resistance. 
Which door would you rather 
have protecting your patron’s 
valuable assets?

Industrial Grade 1 Lock
Weather resistant, Grade 1 
certified, access control lock 
providing the ultimate in 
security and dependability

Valet Armor Paint
All vaults come with Valet 
Armor paint - scratch 
resistant available in any 
color

877.70.VAULT (877.708.2858)
info@valetvault.com

The best valet key storage solutions
on the planet … Period
*Maximum key storage capacity accounts for the use of larger hooks that can hold two sets of keys each. Larger key hooks are an additional fee on some Valet Vault models.
Product items subject to change as we are constantly looking for ways to better our products.   Valet Vault, Inc. 2021

Access Control Kit
Manage multiple podiums/users
from any smart phone or tablet.


